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Abstract Beam steering performance of bent silicon crystals irradiated with high-intensity and high-energy protons
has been studied. In particular, crystals of the type used for
collimation and extraction purposes in the Large Hadron Collider and the Super Proton Synchrotron at CERN have been
irradiated at the HiRadMat CERN facility with 2.5×1013 440
GeV/c protons, with a pulse length of 7.2 µs. The purpose
is to study possible changes in bending angle and channeling efficiency due to thermo-mechanical stresses in case of
accidental irradiation during accelerator operations. A comparison between measurements performed before and after
the irradiation does not show any appreciable performance
reduction in either crystal.

1 Introduction
In the last decades, bent crystals have been used and developed to steer high-energy particle beams using the planar
channeling process realized between crystal atomic planes
[1]. In particular, since 2008, the UA9 Collaboration at CERN
has been studying how to apply silicon bent crystals for an
A. Natochii: On leave from Taras Shevchenko National University of
Kyiv (TSNUK).
a e-mail:

upgrade of the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) collimation
[2] and the Super Proton Synchrotron (SPS) extraction [3,4]
systems. These crystals must be reliable in operation, also in
case of accidental fast irradiation in the machine, in particular during beam injection or dump procedures in the LHC. In
the past, several tests have been performed to verify the crystal robustness to a high doses of high energy hadrons [5–7],
but a crystal has never been exposed to the maximum beam
intensity and energy circulating in the SPS and in the LHC
at injection. A first study of the consequences in case of a
fast crystal irradiation has been carried out in 2012 at CERN
by UA9. No visual damage was observed on the crystal after
the irradiation with several 7.8 µs pulses of 3.2 × 1013 protons in the extracted 440 GeV beam. The High-Radiation to
Materials (HiRadMat) facility was used for the test [8]. The
channeling efficiency was not measured after the irradiation
[9]. In 2017, with the purpose to complete this important
study, two different crystals have been irradiated in HiRadMat with the same beam intensity and energy used to fill the
LHC and that circulates in the SPS during the slow extraction procedures. Then, the two samples were tested at the H8
SPS extraction line before and after the irradiation, looking
for possible variation of beam steering performance induced
by thermo-mechanical stresses and atomic lattice damage.
The results of this test are reported in this manuscript. Section 2 contains a description of the HiRadMat test, including
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Table 1 Irradiation parameters for each irradiation: number of bunches per pulse, number of protons per bunch (ppb) and coordinates of each
irradiation on the crystal surface
1st irradiation

2nd irradiation

3rd irradiation

4th irradiation

N. bunches

216

216

216

288

ppb

1011

1011

1011

1011

Crystal

(L x , L y )

(L x , L y )

(L x , L y )

(L x , L y )

Position

(± 0.02 mm)

(± 0.1 mm)

(± 0.02 mm)

(± 1 mm)

QMP33

(− 1.5, 0.0)

(− 1.5, − 2.0)

(− 1.5, + 0.5)

(− 1.5, + 2.3)

STF103

(− 1.0, 0.0)

(− 1.0, − 2.0)

(− 1.0, + 0.5)

(− 1.0, + 2.3)

the main characteristics of the crystals. The UA9 experimental apparatus at the H8 SPS extraction line, the measurement
procedures and the results on the crystal performance before
and after the irradiation are reported in Sect. 3.

2 Irradiation of bent crystals
HiRadMat is a CERN facility able to provide high-intensity
and high-energy pulsed beams to test accelerator component
assemblies and material samples. The facility can use an SPS
beam made of up to 288 bunches of 1011 protons at 440
GeV/c, with a pulse length of 7.2 µs, for a maximum pulse
energy of 3.4 MJ. The beam size is ∼ (0.3 × 0.3) mm2 (1
σ ) and can reproduce a real accidental irradiation of a component both during the SPS extraction that an asynchronous
injection or dump in the LHC would cause. Since in a 4
mm thick silicon crystal the energy deposition of 440 GeV/c
protons is only 10% less than the 7 TeV case, this test is
significant also at the LHC maximum energy [9]. The two
crystals have been irradiated at the same time with four-batch
injections: three with 216 bunches and one with 288 bunches
of ∼ 1011 protons. In Table 1 the irradiation parameters are
listed. The beam impact points have been chosen inside the
beam steering area of the crystals and are shown in Fig. 1.
The alignment procedure consisted of performing vertical
and horizontal scans around the beam position by moving a
copper mask, in turn precisely aligned with the crystals, and
measuring the losses by Beam Loss Monitors (BLM) located
downstream. The minimum of the loss rate corresponds to
the best alignment of the mask, and therefore of the crystal
samples (beam based alignment). A cross-check has been
performed using three Gafchromic foils, one upstream, one
just before and one downstream of the samples. After the test,
these foils report precise markers of the beam position and,
by very precise metrology measurements, it was possible to
confirm that the particle pulses crossed the crystals at the
expected positions.
The HiRadMat setup is shown in Fig. 2: the copper mask
used for the beam based alignment, the two crystals with their
bending holders and the Gafchromic foils, are mounted on
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Fig. 1 Scheme of the HiRadMat irradiation positions on the crystal
surface. Red X indicate the irradiation positions and the beam axis
is the Z axis in the coordinate frame. The irradiation coordinates are
referred to the origin reported on each crystal

Fig. 2 The HiRadMat crystal experiment setup: (1) are the three
gafcromic foils, (2) is the copper mask, (3) is the STF103 crystal and
(4) is the QMP33 crystal

a single mechanical support that can be moved horizontally
and vertically with respect to the beam axis.
The QMP33 is a quasi-mosaic silicon crystal of the same
kind already installed and tested in LHC between 2014 and
2018 for collimation purposes [2], produced and bent as
described in [10]. The STF103 is a strip silicon crystal that
has the same bending angle of a typical LHC strip crystal,
produced and bent as described in [11–14], but with half of
the thickness along the beam direction and the quadruple in
the transverse direction. The transverse size was chosen to
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Table 2 Crystal parameters: name, physical dimensions (L X , L Y , L Z )
and bending angle (α)
Crystal

L X (mm)

L Y (mm)

L Z (mm)

α (µrad)

QMP33

30.00 ± 0.02

27.0 ± 0.1

4.00 ± 0.02

40 ± 1

STF103

1.97 ± 0.02

55.0 ± 0.1

1.88 ± 0.02

55 ± 1

Fig. 3 Picture of the QMP33 crystal before (left) and after (right) the
irradiation

Fig. 4 Picture of the STF103 crystal before (left) and after (right) the
irradiation

simplify the irradiation procedure in HiRadMat. The thickness was reduced to test a crystal with higher mechanical
stresses induced by the bending holder with respect to a standard LHC strip crystal, avoiding a more challenging test. In
fact, to produce the same bending angle on a shorter crystal,
higher mechanical stresses on the silicon are needed. This test
is significant, for example, for crystal-assisted beam extraction in the SPS, where crystals with greater curvature could
be used. In Table 2 the main crystal parameters are reported.

3 Experimental measurements
The first visual inspection of the two crystal samples after
the HiRadMat test does not demonstrate any macroscopic
damage such as cracks, deformations or surface vitrification.
In Figs. 3 and 4 there are respectively the pictures of both
crystals before and after the irradiation.
The best quantitative way to understand if the crystal has
suffered structural damage is to check its bending angle and

its channeling efficiency. To that end, both crystals were
characterized at the H8 SPS extraction line before and after
the irradiation, in the same experimental conditions, and the
results obtained were analyzed . The standard UA9 procedure to test bent crystals in H8 implies the use of a dedicated tracker to reconstruct individually the tracks of particles
before and after the interaction with the crystal. In this way, it
is possible to measure precisely the deflection angle and the
efficiency of the channeling process. The tracker is composed
of 5 planes, 2 upstream and 3 downstream of the crystal position, and it reconstructs the tracks over a 10 m arm for both
incoming and outgoing particles. Each plane is composed
of 2 microstrip silicon sensors. For 400 GeV/c protons, the
system has an excellent angular resolution for both incoming
and outgoing tracks, with a cumulative resolution for a single
deflection event of 5.2 µrad. Instead, for 180 GeV/c hadrons,
this resolution is 12.3 µrad. This is mainly due to multiple
scattering in the sensor layers [15,16]. The crystal is precisely oriented with respect to the beam using a goniometer
with a ∼ 1µrad of repeatability.
The channeling process is possible if the incoming particle
enter the crystal within an angle θc = (2Uo / pv)1/2 around
the atomic plane orientation, where Uo is the depth of the
planar potential well, p and v are the particle momentum and
velocity [1]. The number of particles channeled divided by
the number of particles with an incoming angle within θc /2,
provides the crystal channeling efficiency reported in this
study, using a relative and conservative approach. In Table 3
the measurements of bending angle and efficiency before and
after the HiRadMat test are reported.
For the QMP33, it was possible to perform both measurements with 180 GeV/c positive hadron beam (∼ 70% of
protons and ∼ 30% of pions) and the crystal does not show
any variation of channeling angle and efficiency within the
error bars. For the STF103 the test before the irradiation was
possible only with 400 GeV/c pure proton beam and has to
be compared with the 180 GeV/c test performed after.
As a reference, the 400 GeV/c proton beam available in
H8 has a divergence equal to the critical angle at this energy
(∼10 µrad). Alternatively, the 180 GeV/c positive hadron
beam has a divergence two times larger than the respective critical angle (∼15 µrad). The wider angular distribution of the 180 GeV/c beam, despite the incoming angular
cut applied is always θc /2, leads to a selection of incoming
particles that have a higher probability of dechanneling, consequently the channeling efficiency is lower (∼ 5%). This
happens for all the crystals tested with both types of beams,
as for example the QMP33 (Table 3), and is independent of
whether the crystal has been irradiated or not in HiRadMat.
With the purpose to provide a further complementary proof
of the crystal integrity, the efficiency of the two crystals after
the HiRadMat test has been studied by dividing the surface
into intervals of 0.2 × 0.2 mm2 . In Figs. 5 and 6 the chan-
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Table 3 Crystal channeling
angle and efficiency within θc /2
measured before and after
irradiation
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Crystal

Before irradiation
400 GeV/c

After irradiation

p+

θ (µrad)

180 GeV/c
Eff. (%)

θ (µrad)

h+

180 GeV/c h +
Eff. (%)

θ (µrad)

Eff. (%)

QMP33

40 ± 1

67 ± 2

42 ± 1

63 ± 2

40 ± 1

63 ± 2

STF103

55 ± 1

75 ± 2

–

–

53 ± 1

70 ± 2

Fig. 5 Channeling efficiency map of the QMP33 crystal surface perpendicular to the beam axis

neling efficiency maps of the QMP33 and STF103 surfaces,
perpendicular to the beam direction, are shown. Efficiency
is computed individually for each interval with respect to
the optimal impact angle within the bin itself. Left and right
sides of the plot are aligned with edges of the crystal and
the area of the HiRadMat beam impacts is delimited by the
green dashed line. It is clearly visible that the crystal surfaces
have a very homogeneous efficiency within the impact area,
proving that the HiRadMat irradiations (Fig. 1) affected the
quality of the crystal atomic structure, and consequently its
channeling efficiency, in a negligible way (within an error
bar of ± 2%).

4 Conclusions
The experimental results reported here clearly show that a
bent silicon crystal optimised for LHC collimation does not
suffer any macroscopic damage, as cracks, verification or
deformations in case of accidental beam impact at injection
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Fig. 6 Channeling efficiency map of the STF103 crystal surface perpendicular to the beam axis

from the SPS, or due to an asynchronous beam dump at maximum energy. The same has been proved for a crystal that
could be used in SPS beam extraction operations.
Moreover, the crystals preserve its beam steering performance in terms of channeling angle and efficiency, ensuring
its operational stability. It is also indirectly confirmed that the
number of dislocations produced by ∼ 1014 /cm2 400 GeV/c
protons is not enough to change appreciably the channeling performance. In the near future, a deeper and quantitative investigation of the irradiated crystal structure, using
techniques like the Etch Pit Density, Rutherford Backscattering Spectrometry and Scanning Electron Microscopy, will be
carried out.
In conclusion, it is established that this innovative technology is reliable in case of a fast irradiation of the crystal,
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both from the point of view of machine protection as well as
that of beam collimation and extraction performance.
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